We evaluated the availability of a method proposed by Kuno et al. (2000, PASJ, 52, 775) for measuring the pattern speed of barred galaxies, and applied it to observational data. We made error estimations using a hydrodynamical galaxy model to test the validity of the method. Error estimations suggest that the method is able to determine the pattern speed within an error of 10%-20%. The method was applied to 12 CO (1-0) data of three late-type barred galaxies: NGC 2903, M 83, and NGC 3627. The derived pattern speed was 40 km s 1 kpc 1 for NGC 2903, 57 km s 1 kpc 1 for M 83, 39 km s 1 kpc 1 for NGC 3627, respectively. For the sake of a comparison with measurements in other galaxies, we used the distance-independent value R (Á R CR =R bar ), and found that bars in the three late-type spirals are "slow" (R > 1.4). Our results support recent claims that bars are not always "fast" (R Ä 1.4), at least for late-type spiral galaxies.
Introduction
According to density wave theory, slightly nonaxisymmetric perturbations in a galactic disk cause elongated orbits of materials, and a density wave is made up of an organization of such orbits (Lin & Shu 1964) . The angular rotational speed of such a density wave is termed as the pattern speed, Ω p . A constant angular speed of the pattern in all radii is required so as to avoid a well-known winding problem.
Theories of orbits in bar potentials predict that the pattern speed is one of the most important parameters for determining the structure of stellar bars (Contopoulos 1980) . Studies of the bar pattern speed are also linked with studies of secular evolution of barred galaxies. Numerical N -body simulations predict that a bar rotating in a massive dark halo will lose its angular momentum via dynamical friction and decelerate (e.g., Debattista & Sellwood 1998; Athanassoula 2003) . Nevertheless, the rate of the predicted deceleration varies from author to author, and thus observational constraints are needed.
A number of methods are proposed for measurements of the bar pattern speed. There are four main methods: (1) identifying the streaming motion pattern caused by a density wave (Canzian 1993) , (2) identifying the angular offset between star-formation tracers and other spiral-arm tracers Sato 2006) , (3) the Tremaine-Weinberg method (TW method), which assumes that a kinematical tracer meets the equation of continuity (Tremaine & Weinberg 1984) , (4) numerical simulations to match the observed data with a galaxy model that sets the pattern speed as a free parameter.
To date, the TW method is most widely applied to the optical long-slit data or 2-dimensional Fabry-Perot data (Merrifield & Kuijken 1995; Gerssen et al. 1999 Gerssen et al. , 2003 Debattista et al. 2002; Aguerri et al. 2003; Debattista & Williams 2004) . These authors applied this method to early-type galaxies so as to prevent the problem of extinction. Zimmer, Rand, and McGraw (2004) and Rand and Wallin (2004) applied the TW method to the 12 CO (1-0) data taken with single-dish telescopes and the BIMA SONG data (Helfer et al. 2003) , respectively. Though they were successful in determining the pattern speed with the TW method, a careful evaluation is still needed, since the TW method assumes that kinematical tracers obey the equation of continuity and galaxies are free from warping.
There are also a number of studies that use model-matching via numerical simulations (NGC 1365 ; Lindblad & Kristen 1996 (NGC 1300); Sempere et al. 1995a (NGC 7479); Sempere et al. 1995b (NGC 4321) ]. Recently, Rautiainen, Salo, and Laurikainen (2005) determined the pattern speed of 38 barred spiral galaxies by estimating the gravitational potential from near-infrared images. Though the model-matching method is powerful for investigating the kinematics of galaxies, this method requires accurate knowledge of the galaxy parameters, such as the M=L ratio, the vertical scale height, the nature of the ISM, etc. However, our knowledge of these things is still poor, and usually some assumptions are made. Kuno et al. (2000) proposed another direct method that takes advantage of the nature of the streaming motion caused by a barred potential. It is known that on the leading side of the offset ridge of the bar, gas flows along the offset ridge. If the position angle of the bar and that of the line of nodes of the galaxy are identical, it is possible to get an upper limit of the pattern speed of the bar. They applied the method to the barred spiral galaxy NGC 3504, and derived the upper limit of the bar pattern speed. Nevertheless, an evaluation of the validity of the method has not yet been fully done, and it is still unclear how close the upper limit derived by a method of Kuno et al. (2000) is to the true pattern speed. In this paper, we examine the method with a numerical model, and describe what will cause errors. Conditions required for applying this method are also discussed. We review the method briefly in section 2, and test its validity using Athanassoula's (1992) hydrodynamical model in section 3. In section 4, we apply the method to 12 CO (1-0) data taken with the Nobeyama Radio Observatory (NRO) 45-m telescope data, and determine the pattern speed of three barred galaxies: NGC 2903, M 83, and NGC 3627. In section 5, we summarize our results.
Review of the Method for Determining Bar Pattern Speed
There are a number of studies that are investigating the nature of the gas dynamics in the barred potential. Although it is still unclear whether the interstellar medium (ISM) responds to the potential as a hydrodynamic fluid or ballistic clumps, the overall nature of the gas flow may be described as follows: the gas entering the offset ridge (dust-lane) changes direction abruptly (hydrodynamical fluid), or rather gradually (ballistic clumps), flowing along the offset ridge toward the galacticcenter, and when reaching the contact point of the x1-orbit and the x2-orbit, it sprays out and finally re-enters the offset ridge at the opposite side (see the figure 9 of Regan et al. 1999) . Kuno et al. (2000) proposed that by taking advantage of the nature of the gas motion described above, it is possible to estimate the pattern speed of a bar under limited conditions. When the major axis of the bar is well aligned to the line of nodes, the gas flowing along the offset ridge is seen from a side-on view. If the bar is observed in the rotating frame with an angular rotational velocity of Ω p , the line-of-sight velocity of the gas in the offset ridge will be close to zero. Thus, if the gas is observed in the rest frame, the line-of-sight velocity of the gas becomes closer to Ω p R (R: a galactocentric radius). Figure 1 shows a very simplified view of a bar. The bar rotates with a constant angular speed of Ω p . For simplicity, two offset ridges are placed parallel to the major axis of the bar. Consider a molecular gas cloud that is located on the offset ridge. The galactocentric radius of the cloud is R. The gas cloud is flowing along the offset ridge with a velocity vector ! V in the rotating frame with an angular velocity of Ω p (Ω p : the pattern speed of the bar). The observed radial velocity (V obs ) of the gas cloud is expressed by
where V sys is the systemic velocity of the galaxy, Â the position angle of the gas cloud measured from the major axis of the bar, V ? the velocity of the gas cloud projected on the line of sight, i the inclination angle of the galaxy. V ? and the velocity component of the gas cloud parallel to the offset ridge (V inflow ) are related to V as
where is the angle between the direction of ! V and the offset ridge.
Since the gas cloud streams along the offset ridge, the velocity component perpendicular to the bar will be small (V inflow >> V ? ). Then, the equations above can be modified as follows:
This indicates that it is possible to set an upper limit to the pattern speed, Ω p , from the observable quantities (V obs , V sys , R, Â, i ). Since R cosÂ is identical to the offset along the offset ridge, when a position-velocity cut along the offset ridge is made, the observed velocity should behave as a rigid rotation (Ω p RcosÂ sini ). So, when the offset ridges are well aligned to the major axis of the galaxy, it is possible to estimate Ω p by making a position-velocity cut along the offset ridge, and measuring the gradient of the rigid-rotation-like feature.
Error Evaluation with 2-Dimensional Hydrodynamical Simulation

2-Dimensional Hydrodynamical Simulation
In this section, we show the validity of the method described above, and see what causes the error in the pattern-speed measurement. For this purpose, we used numerically simulated galaxy models with a known pattern speed. We assumed that the ISM responds to the bar potential as a continuous hydrodynamical fluid. The AUSM code implemented by Yagi (2000) was used to simulate the time-dependent hydrodynamical velocity field of the ISM in the barred potential. The code solves the equation governing the flow of an ideal isothermal non-viscous gas within the frame of reference rotating at a given angular speed.
The temperature of the isothermal gas is set to 10 4 K, which corresponds to a sound speed of 10 km s
1 . The potential model of the galaxy consists of four components: bulge, halo, disk, and bar. The parameters describing each component are the same as those of run066 in Athanassoula (1992) , which is widely used for studies of the dynamical response of the ISM to the barred potential. The pattern speed of the bar potential is fixed at 35.5 km s 1 kpc 1 . At the beginning of the run, the potential of the bar is set to zero, and gradually increased in about 220 Myr. The run was stopped after about 2 Gyr. Figure 2 shows the gas surface density distribution of the model galaxy. We will use this model to test of the pattern speed determination in the following. Figure 3 shows a representative case in which the offset between the position angle of the offset ridges and the galaxy major axis is zero. The inclination angle is set to 45 ı . Figure 3C is the positionvelocity cut along the offset ridge. While the line-of-sight velocity of the gas is nearly constant outside the offset ridge (R > 5 kpc), inside the offset ridge the line-of-sight velocity behaves as rigid rotation (0 < R < 5 kpc). As we have seen before, the slope of the rigid rotation should be close to the pattern speed of the bar. The dashed line indicates Ω p R sin i for a comparison. Inside R = 5 kpc, the line-of-sight velocity follows the line, implying that a determination of the Ω p from radial velocity along the ridge is possible. The spatial resolution of actual observations is limited to somewhat poor conditions. Figure 3D is the position-velocity cut along the offset ridge, created from data that is smoothed with a Gaussian beam of Â FWHM = 10 km s 1 and Â FWHM = 1.0 kpc. (This mimics the typical situation of single-dish radio telescope observations.) Though the overall behavior is the same as in figure 3C , the velocity width of the gas within the offset ridge becomes much broader (ΔV > 50 km s 1 ). This is due to the fact that the beam size is large compared to the width of the offset ridge ( 100 pc), and the position-velocity diagram is smeared by blending the motions of the gas located on both the leading and trailing sides of the offset ridge. Even in this condition, the lower envelopes of the position-velocity diagram show a rigid-rotation-like feature, and align with the line of Ω p Rsini .
One might suspect even if the gas clouds are moving on a purely circular rotation, a rigid-rotation-like feature may appear on the position-velocity diagram when the slit is offset from the major axis (consider cutting a slit through a "normal" spider diagram along the slit which is offset parallel to the major axis. As the offset from the major axis becomes larger, the spacing between the cross-sections of the contours and the slit becomes wider. This means that the slope of the positionvelocity diagram becomes shallower as the slit is offset from the center, and may appear as rigid-rotation). To make sure, we made a model galaxy that has the same size and the rotation curve as indicated in figure 3B , and made a position-velocity diagram tracing the location of offset ridge. The gray solid line on figure 3C indicates the case of circular rotation. Even though the rise in the velocity curve of the circular rotation model is gradual compared to figure 3B, it is much steeper compared to the barred galaxy model. So, as long as the resolution of the observation is good enough to resolve the offset ridge, it is possible to safely identify the rigid-rotation-like feature induced by the non-circular motion.
These results show that when the offset ridges are parallel to the major axis of the host galaxy, the position-velocity cut along the offset ridge can be used to determine the pattern speed of the bar by tracing the lower envelope of the positionvelocity diagram. 
Possible Sources of Errors
We will see what causes uncertainties in determining the pattern speed with the method in this section. Possible sources are: (1) misalignment between the major axis of the offset ridge and that of the galaxy, (2) resolution of the observation, and (3) the random motion of the gas . Among these, the last one would have the least impact. While the typical velocity width of the molecular cloud is about 10 km s 1 , the value of Ω p is several tens of km s 1 kpc 1 and the size of the bar is several kpc. So, unless the galaxy is nearly face-on, Ω p Rsini is sufficiently large compared to the random motion of molecular gas clouds. In the following, we will see how the former two factors affect the determination of the pattern speed.
The first factor is the misalignment between the position angle of the offset ridge and that of the galaxy. The method requires that the major axis of the bar and that of the galaxy are well aligned, and the inflow velocity along the offset ridge contributes less to the line-of-sight velocity. If the orientation of the bar and that of the galaxy are misaligned by an angle of , equation (1) becomes
In this case, V inflow affects V obs . The amount of V inflow is estimated to be 100-200 km s 1 (Regan et al. 1997; Sorai et al. 2000) . If = 10 ı , the contribution of V inflow to V obs is 30sini km s 1 , and it is not negligible in determining the pattern speed. By neglecting the velocity component perpendicular to the bar, equation (5) may be modified as
From this equation, it is clear that the determination of the pattern speed suffers in two ways, owing to the sign of . In figure 4 , both cases are presented. When > 0, the direction of V inflow is retrograde to the line of nodes (figure 4a). Thus, V inflow sin contributes negative to V obs . When a positionvelocity cut along the offset ridge is made, the gas velocities are slightly out of alignment from the line of Ω p Rsini , and the value of Ω p will be underestimated (figure 4b). Alternatively, when is negative, the value of Ω p will be overestimated (figures 4c, 4d) .
To see the conditions required for determining the pattern speed, we made a rough estimation by creating data sets with various offset angles, , and inclination angles, i . The inclination angle of the model galaxy was varied from 30 ı to 60 ı with 15 ı steps, and offset angle between the bar and the model galaxy was varied from 25 ı to 25 ı with 5 ı steps. For a test of the second factor listed above (the resolution of observation), we convolved the data sets with a Gaussian beam in both the spatial and velocity coordinates. The data sets were convolved with two types of Gaussian beam to mimic interferometer observation (FWHM = 0.5 kpc) and large single-dish telescope observation (FWHM = 1.0 kpc). The velocity resolution is set to 10 km s 1 . With these data sets, we measured the pattern speed with the following procedures. Within the offset ridge, we sampled the points with a spacing of 0.5 Â HPBW . At each sampled point, we defined the envelope of the position-velocity diagram by marking where the intensity is Á (= 0.8)-times the peak intensity (when handling the observed data, the value of Á should have altered within 0.6-0.8 to avoid picking up the local maxima due to noise fluctuation). Examples of this procedure are shown in figures 4b and 4d, by marking the defined envelopes with crosses. Near the galactic center, the line-of-sight velocities are apparently not rigid-rotationlike, due to mass concentration near the center. So, these points are excluded. At the galactic center, V = 0 km s 1 is marked. Finally, a least-squares fitting through the marked points defining the envelope of position-velocity diagram was made and the value of Ω p sini was obtained. Figure 5 shows the result of a pattern speed determination to the data sets, indicating the deviation of the derived Ω p from the true value as a function of . As we have seen before, the pattern speed is overestimated when is negative. On the contrary, the pattern speed is underestimated when is positive. If exceeds 25 ı , it is hard to identify the rigid-rotationlike velocity components on the position-velocity diagrams, and a determination of the pattern speed fails. Thus, for a reliable measurement of the pattern speed, the angular offset between the offset ridges and the major axis of the galaxy should be less than 20 ı . The resolution of an observation also affects the result of the measurement. As we showed in the previous section, when the resolution is coarse, the circular rotation outside the offset ridge may show a rigid-rotation-like feature on the positionvelocity diagram. The data sets were convolved with two types of Gaussian beam spatially (FWHM = 0.5 kpc and 1 kpc). The measured values of Ω p in both cases differ from each other by at most 10%. For a further test, the data sets were also convolved with a Gaussian beam of FWHM = 2.0 kpc. In this case, the position-velocity diagrams are largely smeared and rigid-rotation-like features are hard to identify.
An evaluation of the error shows that two conditions must be satisfied to measure the pattern speed of the bar: (1) the angular offset between the major axis of the offset ridge and that of the galaxy must be less than 20 ı , and (2) the spatial resolution of the observation should be better than 1 kpc. If the two conditions are satisfied, the measurement error is at most 20%. We must note that the evaluation of error made in the paper is model-dependent, and the result may be varied according to the properties of the bar, such as the curvature of the offset ridges, the velocity of the inflow, length of the bar, etc. But, if the model of Athanassoula (1992) can be regarded as a typical case of the bar offset ridge, the above estimation would not be so crude. 
Application to the Observed Data
The single-dish CO (1-0) data observed with the NRO 45-m radio telescope (Kuno et al. 2007 ) were used to derive the pattern speed with the method. The FWHM beam size of the 45-m telescope data is 15 00 . The velocity resolution of the data is binned up to 10 km s 1 .
NGC 2903
NGC 2903 is a well-known starburst galaxy, and is classified as SAB(rs)bc in the RC3 catalog (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991) . Figure 6A shows the CO (1-0) integrated intensity map of the central region of NGC 2903. The galaxy has a long continuous molecular bar extending almost 120 00 [4.2 kpc, adopted distance is 7.3 Mpc (Planesas et al. 1997) ]. The position angle and the inclination angle are determined by fitting the firstmoment image with AIPS task "GAL". To exclude the effect of non-circular motion, the data inside the bar radius was excluded from the fitting. The adopted values of the position angle and the inclination angle are 204 ı and 61 ı , respectively. 
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A position-velocity diagram is created along a slit at a position angle of 210 ı crossing the galactic center ( figure 6B ). While the velocity width of molecular gas is narrow ( 20 km s 1 ) and the position-velocity diagram behaves as a normal rotation curve in the outer region, the molecular gas emission has a large velocity width inside the bar radius (jrj Ä 60 00 ). This is due to fact that the width of the molecular bar is small compared to the beam size ( 550 pc) and the position-velocity diagram traces both gas components entering the offset ridge (high-velocity components) and flowing along the offset ridge (low-velocity components). By tracing the envelope of the lowvelocity component, we can selectively trace the line-of-sight velocity of the gas flowing along the offset ridge.
We sampled the data-points from the position-velocity diagram with 10 00 spacing. At each sampling point, we marked a point where the intensity is Á = 0.7-times the peak value ( figure 6B) . A least-squares fitting through the marked points gives a slope of 40 km s 1 kpc 1 ( figure 6C ). To derive the pattern speed of the bar, the above value should be divided by sini cos to account for the inclination angle, i , and the offset angle, , between the bar and the line of node.
The position angle of the molecular bar of NGC 2903 is 210 ı , while that of the line of node is 204 ı . Considering the inclination angle (i = 61 ı ), the intrinsic offset between the position angles of the offset ridges and the line of node is 12 ı on the galactic plane. Using these values, the upper limit of the pattern speed of NGC 2903 is derived to be 40kms 1 kpc 1 . The error estimation made in the previous section implies that the derived value may be underestimated by 10%-20%, considering the value of the offset angle ( = 12 ı ). The pattern speed of the bar is often compared via a distanceindependent value R (Á R CR =R bar ) in galaxies, where R CR is a corotation radius and R bar is a bar radius (half the length of the major axis). There is an often-used empirical criterion that a corotation radius is placed just outside the bar, and the value of R is limited to within a relatively narrow range of 1 to 1.4. It is thus interesting to derive R from our measurement, and to compare it with the criterion. The derived Ω p sets the corotation radius of NGC 2903 to be R CR 130 00 . We measured the radius of the bar using 2MASS K s -band image (Jarrett et al. 2003) . First, the 2MASS image is transformed into polar coordinates (r-Â) and a Fourier transformation is performed in the Â direction. The m = 2 component mainly corresponds to the symmetric bar structure, and has a cutoff in the radial direction. The radius of the bar R bar is defined at the location of the cutoff of the m = 2 component. The derived bar radius is 64 00 . Thus, R is 2.0 and contradicts the empirical criterion.
NGC 3627
NGC 3627 (M 66) is a nearby barred galaxy, which is classified as SAB(s)b in the RC3 catalog. Our 45-m CO (1-0) line data covers the entire region of the NGC 3627 with a spatial resolution of 900 pc, assuming the distance of NGC 3627 to be 11.1 Mpc (Saha et al. 1999) . Figure 7A shows a CO integrated intensity map of NGC 3627. The integrated intensity map shows a long bar and two spiral arms extended. The length of the bar is about 90 00 . At the southern part of the galaxy, the spiral arm extends well beyond 8 kpc. From a kinematical fitting in the first-moment map made from the 45-m data, we found P.A. = 170 ı , i = 59 ı , V sys = 720 km s 1 . These values are in good agreement with those found by Chemin et al. (2003) , and we hereafter adopt them.
We cut a single slit at P.A. = 155 ı crossing the galactic center to make a position-velocity diagram, as shown in figure 7B . As for the case in NGC 2903, within the bar radius the CO line has a very large velocity width. We sampled the data-points from the position-velocity diagram at 10 00 intervals to mimic the grid spacing of the 45-m observation (10: 00 3). At each sampling point, we marked where intensity is Á = 0.75-times the peak value as the lower envelopes. A least-squares fitting found the slope to be 32 km s 1 kpc 1 ( figure 7C ). Considering the inclination angle i and the offset angle , in the same way as in the previous subsection, the upper limit of the pattern speed was found to be 39 km s 1 kpc 1 . Unfortunately, the position angles of the offset ridges are misaligned with that of the galaxy, itself, by about 15 ı . Considering the inclination angle, this corresponds to an offset A. Hirota et al.
[Vol. 61, of 28 ı . This is out of the range of a reliable measurement, as shown in the previous section. The derived value may be overestimated beyond the true value by 20% or more.
The pattern speed of NGC 3627 was measured by several authors. Chemin et al. (2003) applied a method of Canzian (1993) to their H˛Fabry-Perot data. They also assumed that the inner ring-like feature found by Regan et al. (2002) corresponds to the location of an ultra-harmonic resonance. They concluded that the pattern speed of NGC 3627 is most likely to be 56 km s 1 kpc 1 . Rand and Wallin (2004) applied the TW method to the BIMA SONG data (Helfer et al. 2003) . The measured value of the pattern speed of the bar is 50 +3 8 km s 1 kpc 1 . Our value is below those found by these authors, marginally close to the lower limit of Rand and Wallin (2004) . The large offset angle between the bar and the line of node may be the reason for the discrepancy. A more careful measurement, such as using high-resolution interferometer data, would be needed for NGC 3627.
The measured Ω p sets the corotation radius to be 90 00 . The bar radius is measured to be 56 00 from 2MASS K s image using the same procedure as in the previous subsection. Thus, R is 1.6.
M 83
M 83 is one of the best-studied nearby galaxies, and is classified as SAB(s)c in the RC3 catalog. The morphology is characterized by a prominent bar and outer spiral arms. Our CO (1-0) data taken with the NRO 45-m telescope covers a region of about 4 0 2 0 . Figure 8A shows the CO (1-0) integrated intensity map. The proximity of the galaxy (4.5 Mpc: Thim et al. 2003) made it possible to resolve the galactic structure with the 45-m beam ( 350 pc). Two offset ridges, which are separated from each other by 22 00 are well resolved. Since our CO (1-0) mapping data does not cover the entire region of the galaxy, it is not suitable for determining the kinematical parameters. We adopted the values of the position angle (45 ı ) and the inclination angle (24 ı ) from Lord and Kenney (1991) . The apparent major axis of the bar is 45 ı and well aligned with the line of node. This alignment makes the galaxy one of the most suitable samples for determining the pattern speed of the bar, despite its low inclination angle.
We define the frame which is rotated around the galactic center by 225 ı , setting the Y -axis identical to the major axis of the galaxy. We made two position-velocity diagrams along X = 11 00 and X = 11 00 to trace the two offset ridges (figures 8B and 8C). We sampled the data-points from the position-velocity diagram at every 11 00 interval. At each sampling point, we marked a point where the intensity was Á = 0.7-times the peak value. After performing this procedure for both offset ridges, the data points on both sides were concatenated, and a least-squares fitting was made ( figure 8D ). The fitting gave a slope of 23 km s 1 kpc 1 . By correcting for the inclination angle (i = 24 ı ), the upper limit of Ω p in M 83 was found to be 57 km s 1 kpc 1 . Zimmer, Rand, and McGraw (2004) applied the TW method to the data of Lundgren et al. (2004) , and found a value of 45˙8 km s 1 kpc 1 . Correcting for any difference of the adopted distance to the galaxy, this corresponds to 50˙9 km s 1 kpc 1 . Kenney and Lord (1991) measured , 12, 18, 24, 36, 48, 60, 96 , and 128 K km s 1 . (B) Position-velocity diagram along the dashed line in (A) (X = 11 00 ). Contour levels are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10- the pattern speed by identifying the corotation radius as the location where the spiral arm seen in H˛image crosses with the dust lane. Their measured value was 51 km s 1 kpc 1 , which corresponds to 57 km s 1 kpc 1 when corrected for the difference of the adopted distance. Our measured value is close to values found in previous work, despite the different applied methods. Since the previous measurements measured the pattern speed of the spiral arm rather than the bar, the agreement of the measured values implies that both the bar and spiral arms share the same angular rotational speed in M 83.
The measured Ω p places the corotation radius at 145 00 away from the galactic center. We defined the bar radius to be 84 00 from the 2MASS K s -band image following the same procedures as in previous subsections. The derived value of R is 1.7. 
Discussion
It is often said that the value of R is in the range of 1 to 1.4. The upper limit of the pattern speed (1 < R) is set by the fact that the elongated orbits populated by the bar potential change the orientation perpendicularly across the corotation radius, and thus the bar cannot extend beyond the corotation radius (Contopoulos 1980) . The lower limit of the pattern speed is rather empirical. The number of pattern speed measurements showed that in most cases the corotation radius falls in the range of R < 1.4, considering the error of the measurement, except for some observations. Debattista and Sellwood (2000) termed the bar having 1 < R < 1.4 as the "fast bar".
Most of the bar pattern speed measurements were made by applying the TW method to the absorption-line spectroscopy data in early-type galaxies, especially SB0 galaxies, which suffer less from extinction. The major motivation of these studies has been to investigate whether dynamical friction between the dark-matter halo and the bar is significant or not. It is considered that this may set some constraints on structure formation of the galaxy. Numerical simulations of structure formation of the galaxy tend to produce a centrally peaked dark-matter halo distribution (e.g., Navarro et al. 1997) . Bars rotating in such centrally peaked dark-matter halos will lose their angular momentum through dynamical friction, and slowing down of the pattern speed is expected.
Nevertheless, the results of measurements in early-type galaxies show that most of these are fast bars (1 < R < 1.4). This suggests that dynamical friction is not so significant as in numerical simulations, as far as SB0 galaxies are concerned. On the other hand, in late-type galaxies, the number of bar pattern speed measurements has been relatively sparse. In recent years, Rautiainen, Salo, and Laurikainen (2005) measured the value of R in 38 barred spiral galaxies with a model matching method. Though they did not incorporate any kinematical information in their analyses, their advantage is that the pattern speed of the wide range of galaxies was measured using a uniform method. They found that while most early-type galaxies have fast bars, R in late-type galaxies shows large scatters, and the average value is 1.7. Table 1 summarizes the results of our measurements. The three barred galaxies used in this paper are all late-type galaxies, and the values of R are all in the range of a slow bar. It is interesting that our values directly determined from the kinematical information are consistent with the findings of Rautiainen, Salo, and Laurikainen (2005) . The previous empirical criteria 1 < R < 1.4 seem not to be the case for some latetype galaxies. It is still unclear why the pattern speeds in early and late-type galaxies differ.
There are two possibilities. One is that slowing of the bar pattern speed occurs only in some types of galaxies, mainly in late-type spirals. For slowing to occur, the bar must lose its angular momentum during its rotation. The mass distribution of the dark halo has long been considered to be the main factor for determining the rate of slowing down (e.g., Tremaine & Weinberg 1984; Debattista & Sellwood 1998 . Recently, Athanassoula (2003) found from a high-resolution numerical study that not only the mass distribution, but also the velocity dispersion distribution is important in determining the amount of angular-momentum exchange, and thus the bar slow-down rate. The second possibility is that an evaluational effect is not so important, and the variation of the pattern speed is rather primordial. The higher bulge-to-disk ratio in early type galaxies gives a higher peak value of Ω p Ä=2 than in late-type galaxies, where Ä is epicycle frequency. This leads to a faster bar pattern speed in early type galaxies, since the bar pattern speed is limited by the peak value of Ω p Ä=2 to have inner Lindblad Resonance, which is often seen in barred galaxies.
For further study, more measurements of late-type galaxies are needed. In the present work, we used data taken with the NRO 45-m telescope. The samples were selected from galaxies closer than 10 Mpc, because of a limitation of the spatial resolution. Using higher resolution data taken with interferometer observations will enable us to measure the bar pattern speeds in more distant galaxies, and to increase the number of samples.
It will be interesting to compare the pattern speed of the galaxies with the age of the bar to check the slow-down of the bar. Measurements of the bar pattern speed of high-z galaxies are important for this purpose. Since high-z galaxies are young, they will be a good control sample against galaxies in the local universe. The method described in this paper has the advantage of being reliably applicable to molecular-rich high-z galaxies.
Conclusions
We examined the method for determining the pattern speed of a barred galaxy proposed by Kuno et al. (2000) . The method has the advantage of being able to measure the pattern speed directly from observable quantities.
1. We tested the validity of the method using the standard hydrodynamical model of Athanassoula (1992) . The error estimation indicated that two conditions must be satisfied to measure the pattern speed of a bar: (1) the angular offset between the position angle of the offset ridges and the major axis of the galaxy, itself, must be less than 20 ı , and (2) the spatial resolution be better than 1 kpc. When these conditions are satisfied, the pattern speed of a bar can be estimated within an error of at most 20%. 2. We applied this method to CO (1-0) data taken with the NRO 45-m telescope. We determined the pattern speed of three barred galaxies (NGC 2903, M 83, and NGC 3627) using this method. The derived pattern speed was compared with that of other studies. The derived pattern speed for M 83 was in good accordance with other studies. For NGC 3627, the derived value was marginally within the error bars of other studies. The pattern speed of NGC 2903 was measured for the first time. 3. The distance-independent value R was derived for the three late-type barred galaxies. It turned out that all of the three late-type spirals are slow bars. This supports the result of Rautiainen, Salo, and Laurikainen (2005) that not all barred galaxies, especially late-type barred spirals, have fast bars, as opposed to empirical criteria.
